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Mobile

3GPP Release 12 SGW-Restoration Features
CPS now supports MME/S4-SGSN triggered S-GW Restoration scenarios as described in the 3GPP 29.212 Release 12 
specification.

CPS accepts all internal/external triggers (except those on Rx) for policy change during S-GW failure.
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For Gx, during S-GW failure, all resulting policy updates are withheld. CPS provides all accumulated updates to PCEF 
only after receiving notification of S-GW recovery. 

For Rx, CPS rejects all requests (except STR) during the S-GW recovery period.

For details, refer Section B.3.14 in 3GPP 29.212 Release 12 specification.

3GPP Release 12 Gx Interface Pending Transaction Processing
CPS now supports 3GPP Pending Transaction (as specified in 3GPP TS 29.213 Release 12) on Gx with the following 
limitations:

 In case of pending transaction conflicts, CPS supports conflict resolution for the following features only: 

— QoS

— Event Triggers

— Charging Rules

 CPS does not support multiple pending requests.

 Currently only conflicts for Gx messages (CCR-RAR) are considered for this feature. The potential conflicts arising 
out of mixed-interface transactions (Gx-Rx, Gx-Sy, etc) are currently out of scope.

 In case both Cisco Pending Transaction and 3GPP Pending Transaction features are enabled, CPS handles 
messages as per 3GPP Pending Transaction only.

The following optional parameter can be configured in qns.conf file: 

com.broadhop.diameter.gx.pending_txn.attempts=<X>

where, 0 <= X <= 5 and it controls the number of times CPS retries a RAR message that has been earlier rejected with 
DIAMETER_PENDING_TRANSACTION error from PCEF. A value 0 means CPS will not attempt any pending RAR retry.

Default = 3

Event Based LDAP Refresh Trigger
CPS now supports triggering an LDAP lookup based on an event. 

CPS can now trigger an LDAP lookup based on a value configured in the Policy-Counter-Status AVP received over the 
Sy interface. Thus, the Online Charging System can force an LDAP lookup. If there are any policy changes after the 
lookup, PCRF can apply the appropriate policies.

Policy Builder Changes
A new policy action Trigger Ldap Profile Refresh is added to the existing list of actions under 
com.broadhop.ldap.actions.

Two new policy conditions A SyPolicyCounterStatusChange exists and A SyPolicyCounterStatusChange does not 
exists have been added to the existing list of conditions under com.broadhop.diameter2.domain.sy. 

Failure Modification
CPS now supports APN-AMBR_MODIFICATION_FAILURE events from PCEF. A new checkbox QoS Retry on 
APN-AMBR_FAILURE_MODIFICATION has been added under Gx Profile in Policy Builder. 

In the case GGSN sends APN-AMBR_FAILURE_MODIFICATION report to CPS, following are the retry options in which 
CPS sends the QoS information:
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 Immediate Retry: CPS calculates QoS based on the configured policy and sends it immediately in a CCA message.

 Delayed Retry: CPS responds to CCA-U without any QoS information unless there is difference between the current 
derived QoS and previously sent QoS. CPS sends the QoS information in the next RAR or CCA-U message.

CPS retries sending the QoS information ‘n’ times, to avoid looping. After exhaustion of the retries, following are the 
options:

 Continue Session: CPS does not send same QoS information in subsequent CCA-U message unless there is a 
difference between the current calculated QoS and previously sent QoS.

 Terminate Session: CPS sends RAR with release cause value as UNSPECIFIED_REASON after the time lapse 
configured in Time To Trigger Release RAR. On receiving CCR-T, CPS terminates the session.

Once CPS receives APN-AMBR_FAILURE_MODIFICATION, CPS will set next reset timer as configured by “Time to Reset 
QoS Retry Counter” in PB. If CPS does not receive APN-AMBR_FAILURE_MODIFICATION within the specified time, CPS 
resets the retry count to 0.

For more information, refer to CPS Mobile Configuration Guide.

RAN-NAS Cause Code
CPS now supports RAN-NAS-Cause feature on Gx and Rx Interface as described in 3GPP TS 29.212 Release 12, 3GPP 
TS 29.213 Release 12, and 3GPP TS 29.214 Release 12. For details, refer to the mentioned specifications.

RAN-NAS-Cause feature support on Gx interface is indicated by PCEF and PCRF (Feature bit 22 in the Feature-List AVP) 
in CCR-I and CCA-I message respectively.

RAN-NAS-Cause feature support on Rx interface is indicated by AF and PCRF (Feature bit 9 in the Feature-List AVP) in 
the initial AAR and AAA message respectively.

Requested QoS on Modification Failure
CPS now supports the following new capabilities:

 In case of QoS modification failure, CPS now provisions QoS values that are limited by the retained QoS instead of 
granting the calculated QoS. This behavior can be persisted throughout the session by selecting the Limit with 
Requested QoS on modification failure check box under Reference Data > Gx Client. 

 Mirror the Default Bearer QoS inside CPS PreConfigured Rule (under Gx rules). To do this set the value of Provision 
Default Bearer QoS to true for PreConfiguredRule under Service Options > Service Options.

CPS supports the following QoS modification failures events:

 DEFAULT-EPS-BEARER-QOS_MODIFICATION_FAILURE (34)

 APN-AMBR_MODIFICATION_FAILURE (29)

The limiting QoS, in the case of receiving the above Event-Triggers, is equivalent to enforcing the BOUND default bearer 
QoS action.

Sh Retry and Backoff Timer
In addition to the standard Diameter retry behavior, CPS now supports a long term retry mechanism for the Sh interface. 
CPS has the ability to configure retry count, timeout value and backoff algorithm on the Sh profile. The timeout value will 
be in minutes. This retry occurs for an error on Sh interface.

In Policy Builder, a new Retry Profile checkbox on Sh Profile configuration page has been added. When enabled, the 
Retry section enables input fields to control this functionality: 
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 Retry Interval: Defines how long to wait until the next retry. The value is in minutes. Due to the nature of the retry, 
the exact minute of execution is not guaranteed. It can plus/minus 45 seconds. Default value is 10 minutes.

 Max Retry Attempts: Defines how many times to retry when the action is “retry”.   There is a pause equal to the 
Action Timer between retries in case of message retry and timeouts. Default value is 3.

 Backoff Algorithm: This is a drop-down selection. The choices are CONSTANT_INTERVAL and LINEAR_INTERVAL.

 Retry on CCR-u: When selected, the system will attempt Sh UDR on CCR-u if the UDR is not successful during 
CCR-i. If the UDR is not successful, the Sh Retry Interval (if active) will be reset.

For more information, refer to the CPS Mobile Configuration Guide.

User Location for Untrusted VoWiFi
CPS now supports UE-Local-IP-Address and UDP-Source-Port AVPs in Access Network Information Reporting 
procedures (with NetLoc-Untrusted-WLAN feature enabled).

After CPS receives the UE-Local-IP-Address and UDP-Source-Port AVPs from PCEF as part of the Access Network 
Information report, CPS forwards the AVPs to AF over Rx, provided that ACCESS_NETWORK_INFO_REPORT (12) 
Specific-Action is subscribed. For details, refer to the 3GPP 29.212 Release 13 and 29.214 Release 13 specifications.

Variable QoS Enhancements

Support for Charging-Information AVP
CPS supports charging Information AVP in CCA-I. CPS provides OFCS and/or OCS addresses within the 
Charging-Information AVP to PCEF defining the offline and online charging system addresses respectively in the CCA 
message.

The Charging-Information is of type Grouped, and contains the addresses of the charging functions:

AVP Format

Charging-Information :: = < AVP Header : 618 10415 >

[ Primary-Event-Charging-Function-Name ]
4
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[ Secondary-Event-Charging-Function-Name ]

[ Primary-Charging-Collection-Function-Name ]

[ Secondary-Charging-Collection-Function-Name ]

*[ AVP]

Primary-Event-Charging-Function-Name is of type DiameterURI and defines the address of the primary online 
charging system. The protocol definition in the DiameterURI can be either omitted or supplied with value Diameter. 

Secondary-Event-Charging-Function-Name is of type DiameterURI and defines the address of the secondary online 
charging system for the bearer. The protocol definition in the DiameterURI can be either omitted or supplied with value 
Diameter. 

Primary-Charging-Collection-Function-Name is of type DiameterURI and defines the address of the primary offline 
charging system for the bearer. 

Secondary-Charging-Collection-Function-Name is of type DiameterURI and defines the address of the secondary 
offline charging system for the bearer

Note: 

 CPS does not strictly check the DiameterURI type of address for OCS and OFCS. 

 Charging-Information AVP is not supported in CCA-U.

ADC Gx Application Detection Control
CPS supports the 3GPP TS 29.212 Rel 12 Section 4.5.23 application detection functionality over Gx. Supporting ADC 
over Gx involves supporting additional AVPs. TDF-Application-Identifier and Mute-Notification AVPs are added to the 
PCC rule definition. CPS also supports setting and receiving the APPLICATION_START/APPLICATION_STOP 
Event-Triggers on the Gx interface along with the Application-Detection-Information AVP in the Gx CCR-U when 
reporting those event triggers.

The following additional AVPs are supported on Gx interface.

 TDF-Application-Identifier AVP

 TDF-Application-Instance-Identifier 

 APPLICATION_START and APPLICATION_STOP event triggers

 Mute-Notification 

 Application-Detection-Information

The following two new fields have been added in PreConfiguredRule Parameters and TableDrivenChargingRule 
Parameters templates under gx Service Configurations:

 Tdf Application Identifier

 Mute Notification

Manifest Based Detection
Based on the input SPR attributes, CPS supports installing ADC rules over Sd. On detection of the application, Traffic 
Detection Function (TDF) sends APPLICATION_START for one/multiple flows, based on which new dynamic rules with 
all the flows are installed over Gx on the default bearer with Event-Triggers APPLICATION_START and 
APPLICATION_STOP over PCEF. On detection of the flows, GW sends APPLICATION_START with 
Application-Detection-Information. At that time, the default bearer rules installed as a result of Sd detection application 
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are removed and new dedicated bearer is created by pushing new rules with a QCI other than that of default bearer. After 
sometimes if APPLICATION_STOP comes from PCEF to PCRF, then dedicated bearer installed previously is removed and 
default bearer is installed back by pushing the earlier default bearer rules to PCEF.

To support manifest based detection, a new service option has been added with the name GxDynamicRuleReference. It 
is similar to SdDynamicRuleReference and works in case of Application Detection on Gx. Also the displayName for 
Referenced Logical Name in SdToggleConfiguration service option has been modified. The displayName is now 
“Referenced MultiValue Avp Name”. Only the displayName is changed and not the variable name so as to support 
backward compatibility. 

The following changes have been done in Service Options section of Policy Builder to support manifest based detection: 

SdToggleConfiguration
The displayName has been changed to Referenced MultiValue AVP Name and not variable name so as to preserve 
backward compatibility.

Old Name: Referenced Logical Name

New Name: Referenced MultiValue AVP Name

Note: The existing service options would continue to look like the old service option. The change would be seen in only 
the new service options.

GxDynamicRuleReference 

This is the newly added service option. It is similar to SdDynamicRuleReference and this works in case of Application 
Detection on Gx.

DSCP Based Detection
Based on the input SPR attributes, CPS installs charging rules over Gx with TDF-Application-Identifier AVP, 
Flow-Information AVP containing only ToS-Bits, ToS-Mask, and APPLICATION_START/APPLICATION_STOP event 
triggers on the default bearer. On detection of the flows, PCEF sends APPLICATION_START with 
Application-Detection-Information. At that time, the default bearer rules installed would be removed and new dedicated 
bearer rules would be pushed with a QCI other than that of default bearer. When APPLICATION_STOP comes from PCEF 
to PCRF, dedicated bearer rules installed previously are removed and new default bearer rules are installed back by 
pushing the earlier default bearer rules to PCEF.

Note: Sd session will not be spawned here as it is done in Manifest based detection.

RAT Changes
On receiving APPLICATION_START event from PCEF, CPS installs rules on the dedicated bearer for Manifest as well as 
DSCP based detection. Now, if the RAT type is changed from EUTRAN to UTRAN, the gateway will send update request 
to PCRF with RAT_CHANGE event and it may also send the LOSS_OF_BEARER event along with Charging-Rule-Report 
AVP with rule status as INACTIVE for Dedicated bearer rules. CPS then removes the dedicated bearer rules and installs 
the default bearer rules based on RAT_CHANGE event only, it does not depend on the LOSS_OF_BEARER event or the 
Charging-Rule-Report AVP received from the gateway. If the APPLICATION_START comes from gateway and RAT type 
is still UTRAN, then CPS ignores it. Once the RAT type changes back to EUTRAN, CPS installs the dedicated bearer rules.

Platform

Automated Recovery of CPS DB Replica Members
When the HA/GR setup is running with high TPS and if replica members are having high latency between them then some 
replica members can go to RECOVERING state and will not recover from that state automatically. 

In CPS 9.0 and higher releases, user can execute high_tps_db_recovery.sh replica_setname command to recover the 
replica members which are in RECOVERING state.
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For more information, refer to the CPS Geographic Redundancy Guide.

Centralized Login
Policy Builder provides a PAM and SVN based authentication mechanism to support the authentication of Linux user 
credentials. 

The disablePamAuthentication flag is used to enable or disable user login and to perform PAM based authentication in 
the Policy Builder.

For more information, refer to the CPS Mobile Configuration Guide.

Consumption Reporting
CPS now supports generation of the session consumption report and stores the data into a separate log. The total 
number of sessions limited by the license, the total number of active sessions, and total transactions per second are 
documented at regular time intervals into the log. The core license number is derived from the license file that has the 
total number of sessions limited by the license. The active session count and the transaction count has been taken from 
Grafana using the graphite query. A single entity of the feature mainly prints the current timestamp with the statistics 
values.

Custom NIC Names
To support custom NIC names, a new guestNIC field has been added in VLANs.csv deployment sheet. The guestNic 
field can be bond0.310 or bond0.375 and so on.

Example:

VLAN Name,Network Target Name,Netmask,Gateway,VIP Alias,guestNic,
Replication,VM Network,64,NA,,bond0.736,
Internal,VM Network,255.255.255.0,NA,lbvip02,bond0.310,
Management,VM Network,255.255.255.0,NA,lbvip01,eth0,
Gx,VM Network,64,NA,diam-int1-vip,bond0.735,

For more information, refer to the CPS Installation Guide.

In-Service Upgrade Support
This release of CPS enables operators to perform an in-service software upgrade (ISSU) of an existing CPS deployment 
to CPS 9.0.0.

This upgrade will allow traffic to continue running while the upgrade is being performed.

For more information, refer to CPS Upgrade Guide.

Mongo Authentication
CPS now supports readonly user which will have restricted access to mongoDB. They can access commands like 
diagnostics.sh to get replica set status or mongo statistics but will not be able to access monogDB prompt for any other 
operation. External CPS user will not have any direct access to mongoDB.

For more information, refer to the CPS Operations Guide.
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Network Cutter Utility
CPS now supports a new network cutter utility which keeps monitoring qns VMs (policy servers) failures. When any of 
the qns VMs are down, utility cuts those unnecessary connections to avoid sending traffic to qns VMs which are down 
and this also result in avoiding timeouts.

This utility will be started by monit on lb VMs and keeps monitoring qns VMs failures.

Utility stores log on /var/log/broadhop/tools/network-cutter/cutter.log file.

You can verify the status of network cutter utility on lb01/02 VMs using monit summary and network-cutter status 
command:

monit summary | grep cutter
Process 'cutter' Running

service network-cutter status
network-cutter (pid 3735) is running

You can verify if network cutter utility has been started using ps -ef | grep cutter command:

ps -ef | grep cutter

Parallel Virtual Machine Startup for OpenStack
This enhancement enables CPS deployments on OpenStack to be launched from a single, parameterized template in a 
single step using Heat or Nova boot commands. This optional installation method improves on the existing process of 
first deploying the Cluster Manager VM, and secondly the remaining VMs.

Upon launch, the Cluster Manager will automatically install from the provided CPS image. During this time, other virtual 
machines will remain in a waiting state. After the Cluster Manager installation completes, the cluster configuration must 
be loaded onto the Cluster Manager. This can be accomplished by transferring the CSV files from the spreadsheet or via 
APIs (see Consolidated Configuration APIs (in YAML) for Orchestrated Deployment, page 12).

At this point, the remaining VMs will detect that the Cluster Manager is ready and will download and install their 
respective configurations and software. At this point, the remaining post-install steps are identical to those of a CPS 
system launched via the Orchestration API.

For more information, refer to the CPS Dynamic Orchestration Guide.

Reboot VMs in Automated Manner during ISSU
During upgrade process, RPMs are upgraded on VMs but they are not effective unless VMs are rebooted. There are three 
upgrade cases:

 Cluster Manager VM Upgrade

 CPS VM Upgrade during Non-ISSU 

 CPS VM Upgrade during ISSU 

During upgrade user will get prompts with warning messages about the Rebooting of the VMs and process will wait for 
user inputs to proceed further.

 Cluster Manager VM Upgrade 

root 6496 1 0 Feb18 ? 00:16:22 /usr/java/default/bin/java -jar 

/var/broadhop/images/network-cutter.jar
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During upgrade process the kernel and its dependent RPMs will get upgraded on CM by puppet and after the 
upgrade is complete on all setups (for all CPS VMs upgrade is completed), the process will check if reboot of CM is 
required. If required, the process will prompt and ask whether user wants to do an automatic reboot or not. If user 
select no, the process will give the message to do the manual restart of CM VM. If automatic reboot is selected then 
process will reboot the CM VM.

 CPS VM Upgrade during Non-ISSU

User will be prompted with the warning message of reboot required before the kernel RPMs are upgraded on the 
setup. Process will wait for user input to proceed further. After the input is received from the user, all the CPS VMs 
are upgraded with the kernel RPMs and process will check the puppet status. After the upgrade process is 
completed, process will prompt the user with reboot of VM message and wait for the user input to do automatic 
reboot of all VMs. If user don't want to do automatic reboot of VMs, he/she can say no and exit from the reboot 
process (setup is upgraded to latest version, only the new kernel rpms are not in effect).

In automatic reboot, All the CPS VMs except sessionmgr are divided into different sets. All the VMs in a set are 
rebooted at once. Once a set is completed user will be prompted with a message to check if all the rebooted VMs 
are up and running and setup is in healthy state or not before proceeding. User can open another terminal for the 
setup to check the health state of the setup. If the setup is healthy, the user can proceed further. sessionmgr VMs 
are rebooted one by one and user will always be prompted before proceeding of reboot for next sessionmgr VMs.

 CPS VMs Upgrade during ISSU

In ISSU, user will be prompted before upgrading SET VMs with the reboot warning message and waiting for user 
input to proceed. After all the VMs are upgraded and puppet status is completed on all VMs of a SET, process will 
reboot all the VMs of SET one by one. After all the VMs are rebooted, it will wait till all the VMs are available and 
puppet status on all the VMs after reboot is completed before proceeding to upgrade the VMs of SET2.

Note: In all the above cases, process will first get a list of VMs where reboot is required on the host from a list of VMs to 
be upgrade. If reboot is not required on any of the hosts then there won't be any warning message displayed to the user 
during upgrade process.

Redundancy for Arbiter
To support balance traffic between two load balances, a new Pcrfclient VIP Alias field has been added in VLAN.csv 
deployment sheet. You can use this field whenever you want redundancy arbiter (arbiterVIP) between pcrfclient01 and 
pcrfclient02 (for example, lbvip02 is VIP between lb01 and lb02).

For more information, refer to the CPS Installation Guide and CPS Upgrade Guide.

Standalone Arbiter Deployment
CPS now supports deployment of arbiter VM at a 3rd site such that it does not have to reach out to cluster manager at 
Site-1 or Site-2, so that there is no cross-site download of images and installation files.

For more information, refer to the CPS Geographic Redundant Guide.

SR-IOV Support
CPS now supports single root I/O virtualization (SR-IOV) on Intel NIC adapters. CPS also supports bonding of SR-IOV 
sub-interfaces for seamless traffic switchover. 

This is supported only for CPS deployments on OpenStack.
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Platform Orchestration API

API to Report Cluster Manager Readiness
This release introduces an API to determine the “readiness” status of the Cluster Manager VM to determine when to 
perform actions such as provision VM parameters, create MongoDB replica sets and invoke Service Creation APIs.

Refer also to API to Report Cluster Readiness, page 10. 

The Cluster Manager is deemed “ready” when install.sh has run to completion. 

The API needs to return a “status”: “ready” when install.sh has completed running on the Cluster Manager. The 
orchestrator will use this API to check when Cluster Manager is 'ready' so that it can then proceed to invoke the VM 
provisioning APIs such as hosts, volumes, networks etc. 

To retrieve the Cluster Manager status, perform a GET to the following URL:

http://<Cluster Manager IP>:8458/api/system/status/cluman

The response will be in json and will indicate whether the system is ready or not ready:

{
 "status": "ready"
}

API logs are at written to: /var/log/orchestration-api-server.log

For more information, refer to the CPS Dynamic Orchestration Guide.

API to Report Cluster Readiness
This release introduces an API to determine the “readiness” status of the CPS cluster.

Refer also to API to Report Cluster Manager Readiness, page 10. 

System Ready API 
The cluster is deemed “ready” when Puppet has run to completion on all VMs and the Replica set creation is complete 
on the Session Manager VMs. The Orchestrator will use this API to check when the cluster is 'ready' so that it can then 
invoke the Service Creation APIs.

This API reports the puppet status, MongoDB status, and qns process status for all VMs.

To retrieve the CPS cluster status, perform a GET to the following URL:

http://<Cluster Manager IP>:8458/api/system/status/cps

The response will be in json and will indicate whether the system is ready or not ready:

{
    "clusterStatus": "ready",
    "mongoStatus": "ready",
    "qnsStatus": "ready"
 }

API logs are at written to: /var/log/orchestration-api-server.log

For more information, refer to the CPS Dynamic Orchestration Guide.
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API to Support Mount/Unmount of CPS software ISO
This release introduces an API to upgrade CPS in an automated manner by an interface exposed to the orchestrator. APIs 
are provided to mount/unmount the ISO and perform the upgrade. 

Mount ISO
Note: Before invoking this API, the ISO image must be mapped to a cinder volume and the volume must be attached to 
the Cluster Manager VM as a block device, using relevant command in OpenStack.

To mount the CPS ISO image onto /mnt/iso directory on the Cluster Manager, issue a POST command to the following 
URL:

http://<Cluster Manager IP>:8458/api/system/upgrade/action/mount

Payload:

{
deviceName: <filename of the block device at which the cinder volume is attached Ex: /dev/vdb>
}

API logs are at written to: /var/log/orchestration-api-server.log

Unmount ISO
To unmount the ISO image from /mnt/iso directory on the Cluster Manager, issue a POST command to the following 
URL: 

http://<Cluster Manager IP>:8458/api/system/upgrade/action/unmount

Note: It is recommended that after invoking this API, the cinder volume that has the ISO image mapped be detached 
from the Cluster Manager VM using relevant command in OpenStack. 

API logs are at written to: /var/log/orchestration-api-server.log

For more information, refer to the CPS Dynamic Orchestration Guide.

API to Support CPS Upgrade
Caution: This API must only be used during a planned maintenance window. This API does not perform an in-service 
software upgrade. CPS processes will be restarted during this process and traffic will be affected. 

To upgrade CPS using the mounted ISO, issue a POST command to the following URL: 

http://<Cluster Manager IP>:8458/api/system/upgrade/action/apply

Payload:

{
  "config": "<<Config to back up>>",
  "installType": "mobile",
  "type": "OUT_OF_SERVICE"
}

Notes: 

 Upgrading CPS will restart the API server.

 config — The configuration repository to back up before the upgrade
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 installType — Currently, only installation type “mobile” is supported. Any other installation type will result in an error.

 type — Currently, only upgrade type “OUT_OF_SERVICE” is supported. Any other upgrade type will result in an error.

The upgrade logs are at written to: /var/log/Upgrade_<timestamp>.log

For more information, refer to the CPS Dynamic Orchestration Guide.

API to Support MongoDB Replica-set Member Addition
CPS now supports the capability to add members to mongoDB replica set using an API call in order to create HA or 
Geo-HA mongo replica sets and modify the same in an automated manner.

To get the current mongo configuration file: 

GET http://<Cluster Manager IP>:8458/api/system/mongo/config/

This API call reads the /etc/broadhop/mongoConfig.cfg file and converts it to the YAML format.

To load a mongo configuration to the Cluster Manager: 

PUT http://<Cluster Manager IP>:8458/api/system/mongo/config/

To add members to replica sets based on the current loaded configuration: 

POST http://<Cluster Manager IP>:8458/api/system/mongo/action/addMembers

This API returns immediately and does not wait for the members to be added. Refer to the log file to check the status. 

API logs are at written to: /var/log/orchestration-api-server.log

For more information, refer to the CPS Dynamic Orchestration Guide.

Basic Service Creation
You can export and import service configurations for the migration and replication of data. You can use the export/import 
functions to back up both configuration and environmental data or system-specific information from the configuration for 
lab to production migration.

You can import the binary in the following two ways:

 Import the binary produced by export: All configuration exported will be removed (If environment is included, only 
environment will be removed. If environment is excluded, environment will not be removed). The file passed is 
created from the export API.

 Additive Import: Import the package created manually by adding configuration. The new configurations gets added 
into the server without impacting the existing configurations. The import is allowed only if the CPS running version 
is greater than or equal to the imported package version specified in the configuration.

For more information, refer to the CPS Operations Guide.

Consolidated Configuration APIs (in YAML) for Orchestrated Deployment

Consolidated Configuration YAML File
CPS deployments on OpenStack now support a single consolidated configuration file which includes all the parameters 
necessary for deploying VMs in the cluster, including replica set configuration, license keys and user information. The 
configuration also contains the information necessary to automate any post-installation steps. 

This single configuration file uses the YAML format. 
12
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Orchestration API for Loading and Applying Consolidated Configuration
APIs are provided to load (post) the YAML configuration file to the Cluster Manager as well as to apply the configuration.

To load the configuration file to the Cluster Manager, issue a POST to the following URL: 

http://<Cluster Manager IP>:8458/api/system/config/

To return the loaded configuration for verification, issue a GET to the following URL: 

http://<Cluster Manager IP>:8458/api/system/config/

To apply the loaded configuration and start CPS, issue a POST to the following URL: 

http://<Cluster Manager IP>:8458/api/system/config/action/apply

This API populates the following json configuration files at /var/qps/config/deploy/json/.

— Hosts.js, Volumes.js, AdditionalHosts.js, VLANs.js, Configuration.js

Note: CSV files are no longer used in this release for OpenStack deployments.

Once all configurations have been applied and all puppet activities have completed, this API also triggers all 
post-installation steps need in order to start the CPS cluster.

To return the status after applying a new or updated configuration, issue a GET to the following URL: 

http://<Cluster Manager IP>:8458/api/system/config/status

The response will include the status of each configuration task:

— START: start of task 

— INFO: general info about the task

— WARNING: some error happened in the task (may still succeed)

— SUCCESS: task was successful 

— FAILURE: task failed and install failed

For example:

[
{"timestamp":"n","taskName":"CPS Installation","status":"START","details":""},
{"timestamp":"n","taskName":"Cluman Setup","status":"START","details":""},
{"timestamp":"n","taskName":"Cluman Setup","status":"SUCCESS","details":"Wait for Puppet to 
complete"},
{"timestamp":"n","taskName":"Post Install","status":"START","details":""},
{"timestamp":"n","taskName":"SyncSvn","status":"START","details":""},
{"timestamp":"n","taskName":"SyncSvn","status":"WARNING","details":"Failed to sync SVN."},
{"timestamp":"n","taskName":"SyncSvn","status":"SUCCESS","details":""},
{"timestamp":"n","taskName":"build_set","status":"START","details":"Building replica sets"},
{"timestamp":"n","taskName":"build_set","status":"INFO","details":"Wrote mongo config"},
{"timestamp":"n","taskName":"build_set","status":"INFO","details":"Syncing mongo config to other 
hosts"},
{"timestamp":"n","taskName":"build_set","status":"SUCCESS","details":"Replica sets have been 
created successfully"},
{"timestamp":"n","taskName":"SetPriority","status":"START","details":""},
{"timestamp":"n","taskName":"SetPriority","status":"SUCCESS","details":""},
{"timestamp":"n","taskName":"AddAdditionalUsers","status":"START","details":""},
{"timestamp":"n","taskName":"AddAdditionalUsers","status":"SUCCESS","details":""},
{"timestamp":"n","taskName":"Licenses","status":"START","details":""},
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{"timestamp":"n","taskName":"Licenses","status":"SUCCESS","details":""},
{"timestamp":"n","taskName":"Post Install","status":"SUCCESS","details":""}
]

The deployment process is complete when the following response is received:

"Post Install","status":"SUCCESS"

Note: The amount of time needed to complete the entire deployment process depends on the number of VMs being
deployed, as well as the hardware on which it is being deployed.

API logs are at written to: /var/log/orchestration-api-server.log

For more information, refer to the CPS Dynamic Orchestration Guide.

CPS GUI to Display Policy Structure
A new API has been introduced in this release to return a text file representing the configured Domains and Services 
within CPS. This response also contains the repository information. This response can be used to document and track 
the policy configurations, to verify whether services are properly mapped to a CRD table/column, or to easily search 
through the configuration.

The existing CPS Service API has been extended with the following endpoint:

/api/repository/actions/export/summary

For more information, refer to the CPS Service API documentation available at:

High Availability (HA)/GR: https://<lbvip01>:7443/doc/index.html

All-In-One (AIO): http://<Cluster Manager IP>:7070/doc/index.html

Import/Export SVN Repositories using API
Previously, the API functions used to export and import CPS service configurations operated directly from/to the API 
workspace. In this release, these APIs (/repository/actions/export and /repository/actions/import) allow the SVN URL to 
be specified. On import, the commit will automatically be committed. 

For more information, refer to the CPS Service API documentation available at:

High Availability (HA): https://<lbvip01>:7443/doc/index.html

All-In-One (AIO): http://<ip>:7070/doc/index.html

Import/Export SVN Repositories using GUI
Previously, the graphical user interface (GUI) tool used to export and import CPS service configurations operated directly 
from/to the API workspace. In this release, this GUI allows the SVN URL to be specified. 

For more information, refer to the CPS Service Configuration Import/Export documentation available at:

High Availability (HA): https://<lbvip01>:7443/doc/import.html

All-In-One (AIO): http://<ip>:7070/doc/import.html
14
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Service Orchestration API

API to Support Delete CRD Table
A new API operation has been introduced to delete Custom Reference Data (CRD) tables from MongoDB to avoid multiple 
stale tables in the system. The new endpoint is /custrefdata/<table_name>/_drop

High Availability (HA): https://<lbvip01>:8443/custrefdata/<tablename>/_drop

All-In-One (AIO): http://<ip>:8080/custrefdata/<tablename>/_drop

The Delete CRD Table API is used in the following scenarios:

 If a CRD table does not exist in Policy Builder but exists in the database, the API can be used to delete the table from 
the database.

 If a CRD table exists in Policy Builder and database, the API cannot delete the table from the database. If this is 
attempted the API will return an error: Not permitted to drop this table as it exists in Policy Builder

 If a CRD table does not exist in Policy Builder and database, the API will also return an error: No table 
found:<tablename>.

For more information, refer to the CPS Operations Guide.

API to Support Multiple CRD DB Tables Import/Export
The following new APIs have been added to the existing CPS Service Orchestration APIs to support bulk import and 
export of Custom Reference Data Tables. 

For more information, refer to the CPS Operations Guide.

Export API
The export API exports all CRD tables and all the data within the tables to a CSV file and generate a zip archive. The zip 
archive name format is “export_crd_<yyyyMMdd><random_number>”. 

For example: export_crd_201601291202825219824041606933

An optional ‘tableName’ parameter can be used to export a single CRD table. To export the data for all CRD tables: 

 High Availability (HA): https://<lbvip01>:8443/custrefdata/_export

 All-In-One (AIO): http://<ip>:8080/custrefdata/_export

To export the data for a specific CRD table: 

 High Availability (HA): https://<lbvip01>:8443/custrefdata/_export?tableName=<tableName>

 All-In-One (AIO): http://<ip>:8080/custrefdata/_export?tableName=<tableName>

Import API
The import API imports the contents of a previously exported CSV file. The CSV filename must match the name of a table 
already created in the system. If the filename does not match, or if there are unmatched columns between the CSV file 
and the table in the system, the API will report an error. The API requires that the zip file contains a ‘.exportCrdInfo’ file 
with information about the data exported.

To import CRD table data:

 High Availability (HA): https://<lbvip01>:8443/custrefdata/_import
15
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 All-In-One (AIO): http://<ip>:8080/custrefdata/_import

CRD Data Comparison
The following new APIs are added to the existing CPS Service Orchestration API to determine whether the same CRD 
table data content is being used at different data centers:

 cusrefdata/_checksum: Database level API which returns if there is a change in any of the CRD tables. If the value 
returned is same on different servers, there will be no change in the configuration and content of any table.

 /cusrefdata/_checksum?tableName=<user-provided-table-name>: Table specific API which returns if there is 
any change in the specified table. If the value returned is same on different servers, there will be no change in the 
configuration and content of that table.

For more information, refer to the CPS Operations Guide.

Installation Notes

Download ISO Image
Download the 9.0.0 software package (ISO image) from:

https://software.cisco.com/download/release.html?i=!y&mdfid=284883911&softwareid=284979976&release=9.0.0&o
s=

Md5sum Details: 

8696063b6e9c29663c228a96483b6853 CPS_9.0.0_Base.release.tar.gz

09c929d37882b96d2f2ab287365a1f2f CPS_9.0.0.release.iso

Component Versions
The following table lists the component versions for the CPS 9.0.0 Release: 

Table 1 Component Versions

Component Version

ANDSF 1.2.0.release

API router 1.1.0.release

Audit 1.7.0.release

Balance 4.0.0.release

Cisco API 1.3.0.release

Cisco CPAR 1.3.0.release

Control Center 3.7.0.release

Congestion Reference Data 1.5.0.release

Core 9.0.0.release

CSB 2.0.0.release

Custom Reference Data 3.0.0.release

DHCP 1.7.0.release
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New Installations
 VMware Environment, page 17

 OpenStack Environment, page 17

VMware Environment
To perform a new installation of CPS 9.0.0 in a VMware environment, refer to CPS Installation Guide. 

OpenStack Environment
To perform a new installation of CPS 9.0.0 in an OpenStack environment, refer to the CPS Dynamic Orchestration Guide.

Upgrading an Existing CPS Installation
To upgrade an existing CPS installation, refer to the CPS Upgrade Guide.

Note: In-service software upgrades to 9.0.0 are supported only from CPS 7.0.5 or higher. If needed, upgrade CPS to 
7.0.5 before proceeding.

Note: In-service software upgrades to 9.0.0 are supported only for Mobile installations. Other CPS installation types 
(Wi-Fi, MOG) cannot be upgraded using ISSU.

Note: Currently, All-in-One (AIO) upgrades are not supported.

Diameter2 4.0.0.release

Fault Management 1.3.0.release

Hotspot 1.0.0.release

ISG Prepaid 2.1.0.release

LDAP 2.0.0.release

Notification 7.0.0.release

Policy Intel 3.0.0.release

POP-3 Authentication 1.7.0.release

RADIUS 3.6.0.release

Recharge Wallet 1.5.0.release

SCE 2.4.0.release

Scheduled Events 1.6.0.release

SPR 3.0.0.release

Unified API 3.0.0.release

Web Services 1.8.0.release

Table 1 Component Versions

Component Version
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Installation Notes
Post Upgrade Steps

Re-apply Configuration Changes
After the upgrade is finished, compare your modified configuration files that you backed up earlier with the newly 
installed versions. Re-apply any modifications to the configuration files.

Verify Configuration Settings
After the upgrade is finished, verify the following configuration settings. 

Note: Use the default values listed below unless otherwise instructed by your Cisco Technical Representative.

Note: During the upgrade process these configuration files are not overwritten. Only during a new install will these 
settings be applied.

 /etc/broadhop/qns.conf 

-Dmongo.client.thread.maxWaitTime.balance=1200
-Dmongo.connections.per.host.balance=10
-Dmongo.threads.allowed.to.wait.for.connection.balance=10
-Dmongo.client.thread.maxWaitTime=1200 
-Dmongo.connections.per.host=5 
-Dmongo.threads.allowed.to.wait.for.connection=10 
-Dcom.mongodb.updaterIntervalMS=400
-Dcom.mongodb.updaterConnectTimeoutMS=600
-Dcom.mongodb.updaterSocketTimeoutMS=600
-DdbSocketTimeout.balance=1000
-DdbSocketTimeout=1000
-DdbConnectTimeout.balance=1200
-DdbConnectTimeout=1200
-Dcontrolcenter.disableAndsf=true 
-DnodeHeartBeatInterval=9000 
-DdbConnectTimeout.balance=1200
-Dstatistics.step.interval=1 
-DshardPingLoopLength=3 
-DshardPingCycle=200 
-DshardPingerTimeoutMs=75 
-Ddiameter.default.timeout.ms=2000 
-DmaxLockAttempts=3 
-DretryMs=3 
-DmessageSlaMs=1500 
-DmemcacheClientTimeout=200 
-Dlocking.disable=true 

Note: The following setting should be present only for GR (multi-cluster) CPS deployments:

-DclusterFailureDetectionMS=1000 

Note: In an HA or GR deployment with local chassis redundancy, the following setting should be set to true. By 
default, this is set to false.

-Dremote.locking.off 

 /etc/broadhop/diameter_endpoint/qns.conf

-Dzmq.send.hwm=1000
-Dzmq.recv.hwm=1000

Reconfigure Service Option
After upgrading from previous release to the current CPS release, Service option configured with Subscriber-Id becomes 
invalid and customer needs to reconfigure multiple Subscriber Id in SpendingLimitReport under Service Configurations.
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Additional Notes
The following section contains some additional notes which are necessary for proper installation/working of CPS:

 Session Manager Configuration: After a new deployment, session managers are not automatically configured.

a. Edit the /etc/broadhop/mongoConfig.cfg file to ensure all of the data paths are set to /var/data and not 
/data.

b. Then execute the following command from pcrfclient01 to configure all the replication sets:

/var/qps/bin/support/mongo/build_set.sh --all --create

 Default gateway in lb01/lb02: After the installation, the default gateway might not be set to the management LAN. If 
this is the case, change the default gateway to the management LAN gateway.

 CSCuq83478: Diameter haproxy configuration is not correct for IPv6 addresses.

Fix: IPv6 tables need to be turned OFF for IPv6 traffic on lb01, lb02. Management and IPv6 Gx traffic should be on 
different VLANs in VLAN.csv file at the time of deployment.

 CSCux20675: High message timeouts observed after qnsxx power on

Symptom: High Timeouts observed when qnsxx is brought back into service/recovered after an VM outage.

Conditions/Scenario: Normal HA setup with call model running.

Workaround: Any recovery (blade/VM) should done during off-peak hour when other VMs CPU is < 50%.

 CSCuy23530: Receiving error msg while creating subscriber from SPR API

Conditions: If clusterPeers flag is configured in /etc/broadhop/iomanager01/qns.conf file OR 
/etc/broadhop/iomanager02/qns.conf file in previous installation of CPS and you are upgrading to 9.0.0.

Apply Configuration Change: 

If clusterPeers flag is configured move the flag with same value to /etc/broadhop/qns.conf file 

OR 

If clusterPeers flag is not configured, add clusterPeers entry to /etc/broadhop/qns.conf file. Also remove 
clusterPeers entry from /etc/broadhop/iomanager01/qns.conf file and /etc/broadhop/iomanager02/qns.conf 
file.

Impact if above change is not applied:

If clusterPeers flag is not moved to new location, cluster broadcast message will not happen.

Recommended: This change is highly recommended to be applied.

 By default, pending transaction feature is enabled. If you are not using it, Cisco recommends to disable pending 
transaction feature post deployment. 

To disable pending transaction, the following parameter can be configured in /etc/broadhop/qns.conf file: 

com.broadhop.diameter.gx.pending_txn.attempts=0

After adding the parameter in qns.conf file, restart all VMs.

 If TPS is high, user needs to disable “STA”. To disable STA, user needs to create custom policies. For more 
information, contact your Contact Technical Representative.
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Limitations and Restrictions
This section covers the following topics:

 Limitations, page 20

 Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures (CVE), page 21

Limitations
 If you have a system with the old installer (6.1 or prior), it is mandatory to use the new installer to create VMs and 

use the new release trains. The latest 9.0.0 release train does not work with the old environment (AIO/HA).

 Solicited Application Reporting

The following are some restrictions on configuration for the new service options:

— The pre-configured ADC rule generated by CRD lookup has ADC-Rule-Install AVP definition with support for 
only three AVPs ADC-Rule-Name, TDF-Application-Identifier, Mute-Notification.

— For AVPs which are multi-valued, CRD tables are expected to have multiple records - each giving the same 
output.

— Comma(,) is not a valid character to be used in values for referenced CRD column in SdToggleConfiguration.

— AVP Table currently only supports OctetStringAvp value for AVP Data-type.

 During performance testing, it has been found that defining a large number of QoS Group of Rule Definitions for a 
single sessions results in degraded CPU performance. Testing with 50 QoS Group of Rule Definitions resulted in a 
2x increase in CPU consumption. The relationship appears to be a linear relationship to the number of defined QoS 
Group of Rule Definitions on a service.

 Hour Boundary Enhancement

Change in cell congestion level when look-ahead rule is already installed:

If a cell congestion value changes for current hour or any of the look-ahead hours, there will be no change in rule 
sent for the rules which are already installed.

No applicability to QoS Rules:

The look-ahead works for PCC rules only where we have rule activation/deactivation capabilities and can install 
upcoming changes in advance. However, if the RAN Congestion use case is changed to use the QoS-Info AVP 
instead of using PCC rules, we need to fall back to the current RAR on the hour boundary implementation for that 
use case since the standard do not let us install QoS-info changes ahead of time like we can with PCC rules. 

 The Cluster Manager's internal (private) network IP address must be assigned to the host name “installer” in the 
/etc/hosts file. If not, backup/restore scripts (env_import.sh, env_export.sh) will have access issues to 
pcrfclient01/pcrfclient02 VMs.

 The linux VM message.log files repeatedly report errors similar to:

vmsvc [warning] [guestinfo] RecordRoutingInfo: Unable to collect IPv4 routing table.

This is a known issue affecting ESXi 5.x. Currently, there is no workaround. The messages.log file entries are 
cosmetic and can be safely ignored. For more information, refer to 
http://kb.vmware.com/selfservice/microsites/search.do?language=en_US&cmd=displayKC&externalId=2094561

 CSCuy79618: Platform - Whisper logs taking up 20+GB of space during error conditions

User needs to disable Whisper Logs after installation:
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— Edit /opt/whisper/whisper.yaml file. 

Change archivedFileCount value from 5 to 1

Change logging level to OFF

logging:

# The default level of all loggers. Can be OFF, ERROR, WARN, INFO, DEBUG, TRACE, or ALL.

level: INFO <== OFF

# Logger-specific levels.

loggers:

"com.cisco.swag.whisper": DEBUG <== OFF

Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures (CVE)
The following is the list of publicly known Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures (CVE) apply to this version of CPS:

 February 2016 Vulnerabilities: 
https://tools.cisco.com/security/center/content/CiscoSecurityAdvisory/cisco-sa-20160218-glibc

 For NTP:

— October 2015 Vulnerabilities: 
https://tools.cisco.com/security/center/content/CiscoSecurityAdvisory/cisco-sa-20151021-ntp

— January 2016 Vulnerabilities: 
https://tools.cisco.com/security/center/content/CiscoSecurityAdvisory/cisco-sa-20160127-ntp

 For OpenSSL:

— December 2015 Vulnerabilities: 
https://tools.cisco.com/security/center/content/CiscoSecurityAdvisory/cisco-sa-20151204-openssl

— January 2016 Vulnerabilities: 
https://tools.cisco.com/security/center/content/CiscoSecurityAdvisory/cisco-sa-20160129-openssl

— March 2016 Vulnerabilities: 
https://tools.cisco.com/security/center/content/CiscoSecurityAdvisory/cisco-sa-20160302-openssl

CDETS
The following sections lists Open CDETS and Resolved CDETS for Cisco Policy Suite. For your convenience in locating 
CDETS in Cisco’s Bug Toolkit, the caveat titles listed in this section are drawn directly from the Bug Toolkit database. 
These caveat titles are not intended to be read as complete sentences because the title field length is limited. In the 
caveat titles, some truncation of wording or punctuation might be necessary to provide the most complete and concise 
description. 

Note: If you are a registered cisco.com user, view Bug Toolkit on cisco.com at the following website:

https://tools.cisco.com/bugsearch

To become a registered cisco.com user, go to the following website:

https://tools.cisco.com/RPF/register/register.do?exit_url=
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CDETS
Open CDETS
The following table lists the open CDETS in the CPS 9.0.0 release.

Table 2 Open CDETS

CDETS ID Headline

CSCux38489 GR_ST:Delay and Errors creating session when a CPS site is fresh started

CSCuy15531 QPS is not sending Rx RAR on UNSUCCESSFUL_QOS_VALIDATION rule error

CSCuy18396 admin user is kicked out on UI every few seconds - Timeseries data error

CSCuy29887 after reboot ifcfg-eth0 file is deleting the original ip

CSCuy30000 Locale environment variable related changes in SSH server

CSCuy32665 Stopping internal interface on standby SM causes 50+ ms lock times

CSCuy42128 cps is retrying message with incorrect destination host name and realm

CSCuy42478 Excessive or missing log messages due to wrong directives in logback.xml

CSCuy42998 Garbage value printing in about.sh and change_passwd.sh in AIO 9.0

CSCuy50314 GT_ST: One site shown relatively higher avg response time for Rx messages

CSCuy51166 CPS(SP-Wifi): Radius charging happen even there is no active service

CSCuy55204 Receiving 5003 error intermittently while creating static Gx-Sh session

CSCuy57759 Time sync issue observed in 7.0.5 to 9.0 ISSU Upgrade

CSCuy57795 Link flaps been observed in 7.0.5 to 9.0 ISSU upgrade.

CSCuy57955 Modify VMSpecification.csv to accommodate cores

CSCuy58727 Evaluation of qps for OpenSSL March 2016

CSCuy59193 Exceptions in mongo configuration

CSCuy59248 Issue in mongodb connections

CSCuy59743 Grafana server process in not monitored by monit

CSCuy61440 ISSU: During ISSU after VM reboot intermediately Whisper does not start

CSCuy65191 Error in recovering cluster manager

CSCuy67211 OCSQuotaRecharge causing timeouts and high CPU in longevity

CSCuy67353 Call drops observed during 8.1 to 9.0 ISSU upgrade

CSCuy68038 Encountered error during SIP URI formatting during session recovery

CSCuy69067 mon_db_for_callmodel not monitoring reporting properly

CSCuy69267 tmpfs memory becoming full after deleting the static session

CSCuy69572 Receive Couldn't find a current Account Balance Status for template error

CSCuy71452 In ISSU upgrade 7.0.5 to 9.0 Grafana shows double TPS

CSCuy72384 Sh Retry Race Condition Not working, CCR-u before CCR-i retries finishes

CSCuy73600 CPS - Gx-RAR not getting generated intermittently.

CSCuy73902 sometime admin db shows problem in connecting to the server in diag

CSCuy74227 CPU usage above 80% in 9.0 longevity

CSCuy74392 CPU usage above 80% in 9.0 longevity with solution 2 call model

CSCuy75001 Error in recovery of pcrfclient01

CSCuy75798 traps were thrown to /var/log/messages in Active LB In CPS 9.0

CSCuy77635 PBJ link should not be displayed in about.sh and CPS Central page

CSCuy79618 Platform: Whisper logs taking up 20+GB of space during error conditions
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Resolved CDETS
The following table lists the resolved/verified CDETS in the CPS 9.0.0 release.

CSCuy79663 pcrfclient and lb VMs fail w/Puppet (err): Could not run: execution expr

CSCuy80720 GR_ST: Call model impacted while running sync_times.sh script

CSCuy81068 QPS_deployment_config spreadsheet only supports 4 networks

CSCuy82522 Incorrect config file on system leads to SSH blocked after upgrade

CSCuy82546 custom config file results in HTTPD process unable to start after ISSU

CSCuy82570 2nd attempt to run install.sh script aborts automatically

Table 2 Open CDETS

CDETS ID Headline

Table 3 Resolved CDETS

CDETS ID Headline

CSCuj68754 Track build related changes in SVN commit

CSCuq64333 QNS Sec: Vulnerability testing observed security issue in PB 7.0 rel

CSCuq83478 IPV6 diameter peer

CSCus65782 In IPV6 Configuration, Jvalidate Script fails when Subnetmask is 64

CSCus82210 GR A/A sys test: mon_db_for_callmodel.sh script not working correctly

CSCut36829 ERROR com.broadhop.snmp.TrapService

CSCuu62220 Authentication Dampening is not working for AAA Proxy authorization

CSCuu76840 cannot deploy VMs $ sign in hypervisor password in configuration.csv

CSCuv68596 Setting appropriate value for swap usage threshold in diagnostics.sh

CSCuv83042 GR 6.1 few QNS VMs CPU grow high and never return back to normal

CSCuw05633 import_deploy.sh script failed with UnicodeDecodeError

CSCuw14738 portal enabled for Mobile AIO install - causing PBJ page launch failure

CSCuw16039 Diagnostics.sh error: Could not connect to port Logging on lbvip02

CSCuw20136 Diagnostics.sh failures while retrieving from lb01 and lb02 on cluman

CSCuw23825 Mongo Assertion issue found during ROW longevity

CSCuw27608 Session Serialization Exceptions during 7.0 to 7.5 in-service upgrade

CSCuw28554 capture_env.sh is not capturing logs

CSCuw28714 Grafana does not show Secondary & Arbiter mongo db stat

CSCuw50944 CPS - memcached not under monits control on pcrfclient nodes

CSCuw56554 CPS install port for AUDIT, must match /etc/broadhop/mongoConfig.cfg

CSCuw57201 Duplicate queries for scrolling large CRD in CC

CSCuw57442 Grafana Issue while displaying counters for Gx Session

CSCuw58049 recover_svn_sync.sh is not working after redeployed pcrfclient01

CSCuw58456 Httpd doesn't start if CLUMAN VM or blade is reset
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CSCuw59237 diameter peer up trap shows wrong severity.

CSCuw60047 Wrong abort cause code during SRVCC on iPhone6 in CPS 7.0.1

CSCuw64976 DiameterMessageDealer: Error submitting message to lb during longevity

CSCuw67291 CPS Platform - ISSU - remove 2nd vm-init run on qns and sessionmgr VMs

CSCuw67495 CPS [7.5]: wrong value in the Monitoring-Key(MK) AVP in CCA.

CSCuw70701 ISSU: UI's are not launchable during ISSU because of HTTPD process state

CSCuw75260 Memory utilization spike observed in sessionmgr VM on CRD data change

CSCuw78904 GR sys test: Errors observed while running 25% balance operation TPS

CSCuw79432 HTTPD configuration has changed and now logs fill up AIO/HA disk space

CSCuw82217 “Temporary issue migrating balance” null pointer exception.

CSCuw83172 scripts traps are not working

CSCuw84031 CPS Platform - ISSU - increase sleep time in pp_status*.sh

CSCuw86406 installation failed-lb01 & lb02 hosts did not finish puppet successfully

CSCuw87232 migrate_primary.sh fails - when ID and array index are mismatch

CSCuw87922 ISSU: qns0x qns process not stopped by Monit before starting the upgrade

CSCuw88764 monit keep on restarting logstash after upgrade.

CSCuw89672 Missing & Incorrectly documented stats in the CPS stats sheet

CSCuw89966 misleading grafana stats after smgr VM's restart novalocal appending

CSCuw90147 Proxy accounting messages substitute values not populated.

CSCuw90435 Missing CC-Request-Type doesn't throw 5005 missing AVP

CSCuw91111 ISSU: Upgrade shld be terminated if create set sh set txt file not found

CSCuw91447 “DIAMETER_UNABLE_TO_COMPLY (5012)” in AA response on IMS call

CSCuw91480 All emails are not sent to 1 server if 2 servers are down of 3 configured

CSCuw92409 Wrong balance sent in real-time notification when two balances assigned

CSCuw92638 PB must show error when instance number at LEP level & OP mismatched

CSCuw93720 mon_db_for_lb_failover.sh script not working - when index & id mismatch

CSCuw93987 Stats related to disk read write operation not available

CSCuw96979 CPS throws exception for Override-Control values when pulled from table

CSCuw99019 CPS sends Override Control AVP even when the CRD entries are NULL

CSCuw99615 SLR-I not sent from QPS due to NPE

CSCux00561 CPS 8.0 - UA: Insecure HTTP methods enabled

CSCux01612 Incorrect AVP encoding for Delegated-IPv6-Prefix

CSCux01625 CPS install failing due to IPv6 enhancements in Platform

CSCux01889 [ERROR] Failed to set priority to 0 during migrate_primary.sh execution

CSCux01977 Message with 3004 dropped at lb when used with DRA

CSCux02256 CPS not sending Charging-Information AVP is ONLINE/OFFLINE is not set

Table 3 Resolved CDETS
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CSCux02776 GR A/A sys test: Internal datastore exception occurred in policy action

CSCux03155 auditrpms.sh script doesn't handle white spaces

CSCux03543 CCA-I containing a 3003 failure code (Diameter_Realm_Not_Served)

CSCux03824 ISO install is messing up /etc/hosts on AIO

CSCux03884 ISSU: Upgrade fails pointing to puppet run even though puppet completes

CSCux04055 Diagnostics failures on pcrfclient01 VM when firewall State is enabled

CSCux04973 No error response from CPS for Gx terminate action in Sy Sync call

CSCux05362 mcc.xml missing in /etc/broadhop/pcrf

CSCux05530 restartall.sh script does not wait 30s between stop/start on both LBs

CSCux06009 OpenStack - Performance testing issues

CSCux06445 CPS not sending updated ANGW IP in Sy' STR after CCR-T

CSCux07607 deploy_kvm.sh won't deploy nodes with replication interfaces

CSCux09178 Turn off grafana reporting

CSCux09362 about.sh Copyright needs to be updated

CSCux12006 Set NODE_TYPE to 'alias' instead of 'role' from Orch API

CSCux15323 about.sh is showing private IP on AIO

CSCux15381 CPS 8.0 qns-admin users cannot start/stop qns processes

CSCux16438 On RAR timeout nextEvalTime is set to expirationTime

CSCux16679 Diagnostics Failure on Upgrade to latest FCV build

CSCux17634 Installation option 2 should be removed for 8.0 fresh/Upgrade install

CSCux17851 RPM updates missing in upgrade from 7.0.5 to 8.0.0

CSCux19199 CPS - SNMP - Primary DB alarm sends Secondary DB alarm instead

CSCux20558 2 sessions gets created when using Correlation key as callingstationID

CSCux20675 CPS [7.9.9]: High message timeouts observed after qnsxx power on

CSCux23888 GR A/A sys test: Error creating subscriber with balance

CSCux24332 CDR wrong prepends when File Name Include Db Name is checked

CSCux24486 AIO Installation on VMware failing during puppet run.

CSCux24826 Customized hostnames are not working with deploy scripts

CSCux26802 diag_functions.sh: line 293: $SWAPLOGFILE: ambiguous redirect on AIO

CSCux28761 pp_status_sets.sh has a logic error checking for puppet run completion

CSCux29571 Command for removing patch mentioned in installation guide not working

CSCux32619 Unique Data Constraint seen for subscriber created for the first time.

CSCux35421 NullPointer in GxDeviceManager

CSCux36443 DHCP TimeoutMS value is not considering any new values.

CSCux38373 SPR API crediting double balances for the subscriber...
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CSCux38529 GR A/A sys test: Balance queries continue at high TPS after failover

CSCux40986 retryOnAlternateNode is failed

CSCux42862 No CCA-I sent when receiving CCR-I containing mandatory AVP empty data

CSCux46599 CPS-8.0 sends CCA-I-5005 for missing of An-GW-Address AVPs

CSCux46899 Mongo replica-set creation and IPv6 support

CSCux46907 Mongo replica-set creation - build_set.sh update required

CSCux51270 NullpointerException observed while executing a policy action.

CSCux51380 HTTPD logs are not rotating

CSCux51937 about.sh prompts passwd on upgrade - PB dashboard throws error

CSCux52073 Rx AAR with Preliminary Service Information not working

CSCux53685 Multiple Gx ASR messages were sent to same session

CSCux54389 Authorization Errors DIAMETER_USER_UNKNOWN (5030)

CSCux55592 need to reserve memory when vm is deployed

CSCux55601 VM take long time to boot up

CSCux55606 Cluster Manager take long time to boot up

CSCux59100 GR A/A sys test: Cache ring moving from BALANCED to REPAIR_REQUIRED

CSCux59731 Adding Tier to Tenant with a subnet generates an error, still adds tier

CSCux66599 MSP sending multiple App Detection Info with same TDF APP id

CSCux66611 App Start and stop should be matched on the basis of TDF-App-Instance-Id

CSCux66899 ERROR c.b.spr.impl.PolicyEngineMsgQueue - worker has a runtime error

CSCux66998 Experimental result code 4197 missing full message

CSCux75515 Undefined AVP (CC-GROUP) seen in CCA-I output unexpectedly

CSCux75539 CPS does not drop the GX FQDN when Sy session id exceed 128 characters

CSCux76556 IpUtilities - IPv4 IPv6 parsing bugs

CSCux77304 No attempt to correct QoS AMBR when receive mismatch QoS from Gx CCR-U

CSCux77780 Incorrect CDR value with Oracle Replication

CSCux78260 AIO Fresh install PB publishing issue

CSCux80136 NIC issue on ESX6.0 setup

Table 3 Resolved CDETS
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CSCux81043 ToS Traffic-class parameter missing in CCA-I / CCA-U output
Per 3GPP 29.212, Traffic-class is a 2-octet value. The first octet is traffic class value. The second 
octet is mask value. To address this change, the format of ToS-Traffic-Class has been changed to: 

Flow-Description;Flow-Direction;ToS-Class (value in decimal);ToS-Mask (value in 
decimal) 

Each parameter is separated by a semi-colon. Multiple flow-information AVPs must be separated 
by a comma. For example: 

permit in ip from any to any;3;88;252,permit out ip from any to any;3;56;240

This would be interpreted as:

Flow-Information AVP 1

Flow-Description = permit in ip from any to any
Flow-Direction = 3 (BIDIRECTIONAL)
ToS-Traffic-Class = 0x58FC (0x58 = 88 = ToS Class value; 0xFC = 252 = ToS Mask 
value)

Flow-Information AVP 2 

Flow-Description = permit out ip from any to any
Flow-Direction = 3 (BIDIRECTIONAL)
ToS-Traffic-Class = 0x38F0 (0x38 = 56 = ToS Class value; 0xF0 = 240 = ToS Mask 
value)

CSCux83370 GR sys test: Balance DB failover not working on one GR site

CSCux83798 Need to reserve memory only when ESXi host is standalone

CSCux85414 Entry is out of date waring and Session is out of date Error

CSCux85569 Member priorities of session replica set was lost after reboot

CSCux87833 HAProxy  is in WARN state after upgrade from 8.0 to 8.993

CSCux88200 cacheTimer Expired generates two RAR

CSCux88379 if starts 'mon_db_for_callmodel' process, it turndown the qns at both LBs

CSCux89947 ISSU 7.0.5 -> 8.1 failure with com.broadhop.retry.RetryInfo exceptions

CSCux92523 “Auth-Session-State” AVP missing in SNR and SNA messages

CSCux94537 About.sh have an error message & wrong Patch details

CSCux95624 puppet logs on CM display error about kernel upgrade

CSCux95871 Sh Retry: Sh connected is not set to TRUE when 2001 UDA is received

CSCux98616 Default mcc.xml file to be shipped in CPS 9.0

CSCux98865 In Sy_SLR Policy-Counter-Identifier is set to null

CSCux98869 Sy_SLA policy validation fails

CSCux99731 session_cache_ops.sh script is not returning any data

CSCuy01339 diagnostic is showing error: spr_site1 SPR node is not available

CSCuy02773 TACACS+ prompt for password multiple time while executing diagnostic.sh

CSCuy06699 CPS: Adding duplicate SPR entries
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CSCuy09335 Backup script env_export.sh ignores Mongo replica configuration

CSCuy09344 getAvailablePartitionId query failing with error with mongodb 3.2.1

CSCuy09503 set_prioirty shows ERROR on mongo 3.2.1 setup

CSCuy09568 storageEngine takes default wiredTiger and not mmapv2 in mongo 3.2.1

CSCuy11667 ASR should be sent to AF if GW report all Rx_Rule fail in multiple CCR-U

CSCuy12010 CPS doesn't not retry Sy-SLR alternatively to mated PAS

CSCuy12703 CPS Deploy using Config_API & Bigbang fresh install Control Center error

CSCuy16980 CPS: Datbase restore is not working with export and import command

CSCuy18471 whisper tool does not recognize cluman IP address - CPS 8.9 Sprint 5

CSCuy18879 ISSU Upgrade restart VM of set-1 during set 2 upgrade.

CSCuy18937 Mongo Recovery, Handling corner cases of recovery

CSCuy21316 Wrong Rule-Activation/Deact-Time reflects under Charging-Rule-Install

CSCuy21471 GR_ST: reinit_mongo.sh script not upgrading mongo on certain VMs

CSCuy21569 GR_ST: Issues during Upgrade from 8.1.0 CCO to 9.0.0 release

CSCuy22480 CCR% dropped alarms after 7.5.1 upgrade

CSCuy22603 diagnostics.sh cosmetic errors - CPS 8.9 Sprint 5 & 6

CSCuy22691 CRD Import API drops DB tables

CSCuy22706 restartall.sh has cosmetic errors - CPS 8.9 Sprint 5

CSCuy23203 NPE in addRanNasCauseToSTA function

CSCuy23530 Receiving error msg while creating subscriber from SPR API

CSCuy23887 High response time from CPS causing timeouts

CSCuy23952 Site-2 CC is not showing subs, when USuM is configured at system level

CSCuy23979 For rollover quota CC is showing Quota Type: One Time

CSCuy25755 ISSU: 7.5.1 to 9.0 fails at Set-2 end becoz of iptables mongo port entry

CSCuy25761 ISSU: 7.5.1 to 9.0: Whisper puppet check is intermediately failing

CSCuy28261 A corrupt RADIUS request is proxied if NAS-IPV6-Address AVP is included

CSCuy29108 ISendRealTimeNotificationRequest is full Dropping Oldest AsyncAction

CSCuy29523 The VM reboot after mongo upgrade enable wired-tiger by default.

CSCuy29610 migrate_primay.sh shows 'No local upgrading DB Member' on 3.2.1

CSCuy30115 restartqns.sh is showing error

CSCuy31751 CPS: RAR msg not received even if engine log says that it is sent.

CSCuy31995 Support of “Pcrfclient VIP Alias” field of VLANs.csv in Orch API

CSCuy32144 CPS Config_API & Bigbang install Cluman error

CSCuy32490 Diagnostics and Replica set creation fails on arbitervip

CSCuy32895 ISSU: 7.5.1 to 9.0 Call drops during VM reboot

CSCuy33229 Session recovery feature to recover charging rules, event-triggers, QoS
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Related Documentation 
This section contains information about the documentation available for Cisco Policy Suite.

Release-Specific Documents 
Refer to the following documents for better understanding of the Cisco Policy Suite.

 Cisco Policy Suite ANDSF Configuration Guide

 Cisco Policy Suite Backup and Restore Guide

 Cisco Policy Suite Control Center Interface Guide for Full Privilege Administrators

CSCuy33853 UsageMonitioring ToD schedule NullPointerExecption

CSCuy37161 init_pacemaker_res.sh produces error when run lb01/lb02

CSCuy37407 CPS install with Orch API is broken in latest master build

CSCuy38686 ISSU: Traceback in check_vm_status.py during an in-service upgrade

CSCuy40149 reduce no of iptable entries

CSCuy41181 HOST var in is_vip function of build_set.sh called before it initialize

CSCuy42013 ./reinit_mongo.sh fails

CSCuy42334 Mongo authentication through local host failed

CSCuy44054 Policy Builder - Import utility create new SNV URL error

CSCuy45481 Missing LOOP init while fixing CSCuy35415

CSCuy45488 Not able to upgrade production build 383 from 8.996 build via Orch API

CSCuy47811 OpenStack HA ISSU from 8.1 to 9.0 build 383 failed

CSCuy50631 ISSU failed with error as Arbiter is down

CSCuy50810 Observed 'Sync Policy Action' errors during ISSU 9.0

CSCuy53376 Redis port 6379 is not opened in iptables in MOG environment

CSCuy55435 SIMless E911 call is rejected by CPS

CSCuy56030 Session objects are not stored in session after CCA-i

CSCuy61944 Execution of qps_vip_init.sh script failed during fresh install on OSP

CSCuy63720 Sh Retry on CCR-u not working

CSCuy64071 chkconfig not checking sessionmgr processes

CSCuy65119 Updated Override Controls not sent after PNR profile change

CSCuy78736 NPE in Rx NDM on Gx RAR timeout (NetLoc/Ran-Nas-Cause feature enabled)

CSCuy81067 PCRF sending SGSN_IPV6_ADDRESS value with only Prefix value in Sy-AAR

CSCuy81135 PCRF including IMS default bearer values in GX-RAR for an AUDIO call

CSCuy82196 Firewall rules are enabled even when firewallState is set to “disabled”
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Related Documentation
 Cisco Policy Suite Control Center Interface Guide for View Only Administrators

 Cisco Policy Suite Dynamic Orchestration Guide

 Cisco Policy Suite Geographic Redundancy Guide

 Cisco Policy Suite Installation Guide

 Cisco Policy Suite Mobile Configuration Guide

 Cisco Policy Suite Operations Guide

 Cisco Policy Suite Policy Reporting Guide

 Cisco Policy Suite Release Notes

 Cisco Policy Suite Troubleshooting Guide

 Cisco Policy Suite Upgrade Guide

 Cisco Policy Suite Wi-Fi Configuration Guide

 Cisco Policy Suite/Mobile Orchestration Gateway SNMP and Alarms Guide

The documents can be downloaded from the following links:

 Common Guides: 
http://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/support/wireless/quantum-policy-suite-bng/products-installation-and-configurati
on-guides-list.html

 Mobile Configuration Guide: 
http://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/support/wireless/quantum-policy-suite-mobile/products-installation-and-configur
ation-guides-list.html 

 Wi-Fi Configuration Guide: 
http://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/support/wireless/quantum-policy-suite-wi-fi/products-installation-and-configurati
on-guides-list.html 

Obtaining Documentation and Submitting a Service Request
For information on obtaining documentation, using the Cisco Bug Search Tool (BST), submitting a service request, and 
gathering additional information, see What’s New in Cisco Product Documentation.
To receive new and revised Cisco technical content directly to your desktop, you can subscribe to the What’s New in 
Cisco Product Documentation RSS feed. The RSS feeds are a free service.
Cisco and the Cisco logo are trademarks or registered trademarks of Cisco and/or its affiliates in the U.S. and other 
countries. To view a list of Cisco trademarks, go to this URL: www.cisco.com/go/trademarks. Third-party trademarks 
mentioned are the property of their respective owners. The use of the word partner does not imply a partnership 
relationship between Cisco and any other company. (1110R)

This document is to be used in conjunction with the documents listed in the Obtaining Documentation and Submitting a 
Service Request, page 30 section.

Any Internet Protocol (IP) addresses and phone numbers used in this document are not intended to be actual addresses 
and phone numbers. Any examples, command display output, network topology diagrams, and other figures included in 
the document are shown for illustrative purposes only. Any use of actual IP addresses or phone numbers in illustrative 
content is unintentional and coincidental.

© 2016 Cisco Systems, Inc. All rights reserved.
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